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Wade drives a crane. 
The crane whines as 
bricks rise up, up, up.

The following VCE words  
appear in this story:

alone
bides
blade
Blake

complete
concrete

cones
convene

crane

drives
face
five

huge
lane

makes
mile

miles
mistake

nine
pave

paves
rise
rope

ropes
site

space
states

those
time

Wade
whines
wipes
zone

The following high-frequency word  
appears in this story:

do
for

have
her

she
 

we



“Not yet,” Wade states. 
“This job is not complete.”

“Wade,” Blake yelps. 
“We must get to the site.

We have to pave a huge lane!”



Wade wipes his face. 
“Let me complete this job.
We can convene at six.” 

“But Wade,” Blake states, 
“I cannot do it alone. 
It is a nine mile zone.”



She sets cones 
next to the rope.

Blake bides her time.
She ropes in the space 

for the lane.

She sets cones next to the rope.



Blake shrugs. 
“I can complete the job alone.”

Then Blake checks the time. 
It is five.



Blake paves the lane
with a blade.

Blake lets the concrete mix. 
She sets the concrete

  on the lane.



“Not that nine miles. 
Those nine miles!”

Just then, Wade drives up.
“Blake!” Wade yelps. 



Blake makes a face. 
“That was a mistake!”

Let’s Talk Literacy!

Blake paves the lane  
with a blade.

Read the sentence below. Then circle 
the picture that matches the sentence.



Let’s Talk Literacy! Let’s Talk Literacy!

bike   cake   concrete   flute   gate   rope

Read each sentence below.
Then underline the words that spell  

a long vowel sound.

1. Kate deletes the mistake.

2. Duke ate grapes and cake.

3. Eve hates to drive.

4. It is time to ride bikes. 

Answers: 1. Kate, deletes, mistake; 2. Duke, ate, grapes, cake;  
3. Eve, hates, drive; 4. time, ride, bikes

Each of the words below contains a long 
vowel sound. Sound out each word. 

Then draw a line from each word to its 
matching picture.



Let’s Talk Literacy! Let’s Talk Literacy!
Say the name of each picture below.

Then circle the words that make a  
long vowel sound.

Answers: bone, rake, cube, hose, trapeze

Read each word below. Then draw a line 
from the long vowel word to the number 
of sounds the word has. Remember, the 

“magic E” does not make a sound!

ace  4

sphere  4

lime  3

scone  4

flute   2 

Answers: ace-2; sphere-4; lime-3; scone-4; flute-4



Let’s Talk Literacy! Let’s Talk Literacy!
Fill in the missing long vowel word  

from each sentence.

mane   dates   tone   fine

1. Jake is a _____ athlete.

2. The flute made a nice _____.

3. Lane has a cat with a _____.

4. Steve ate the _____.

Answers: 1. fine; 2. tone;  3. mane; 4. dates

Say the name of the short vowel 
picture in each row. Then circle the 
word in each row that is made by 

adding a final silent E.

Answers: kit-kite / cut-cute / pan-pane

kine  site  bite  kite  line

cube  lute  cute  dude  mute

cane  mane  pale  sane  pane



Let’s Talk Literacy!
Find your way from the start of the maze 

to the end by following the words that 
use a long vowel sound.

start

end

cave   led   bend   lid    slop

rice  time  mete  hip red

fin   hem  snake  mine  ruse

lit   fled  cub  met eve
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